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Abstract

Recently, the problem of imbalanced data is the focus of intense research of machine learning
community. Following work tries to utilize an approach of transforming the data space into
another where classification task may become easier. Paper contains a proposition of a
tool, based on a photographic metaphor to build a classifier ensemble, combined with a
random subspace approach. Developed solution is insensitive to a sample size and robust
to dimension increase, which allows a regularization of feature space, reducing the impact
of biased classes. The proposed approach was evaluated on the basis of the computer
experiments carried out on the benchmark and synthetic datasets.
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1. Introduction

If the classes in available dataset are not represented equally, we are encountering a problem
of imbalanced data. In extreme intensity of this situation, being relatively common, i.e., in
the fraud detection problems (Phua et al., 2004) or in the medical data analysis (Mazurowski
et al., 2008), where usually occurs a minority report on most important class (a fraud or
a sickness), often happens the accuracy paradox (Valverde-Albacete and Peláez-Moreno,
2014). It means that for a strongly uneven distribution of classes, higher accuracy, being
the most common measure of classifier performance in literature (Demsar, 2006), does not
indicate the greater discriminative power.

Two most popular approaches (Krawczyk, 2016) to deal with problems caused by imbal-
anced data are (i) inbuilt mechanisms, which change the classification rules to enforce a bias
toward the minority class using e.g., cost-sensitive approach (Krawczyk et al., 2014) and
(ii) data preprocessing methods, which modify the data distribution to change the balance
between classes. The preprocessing approach uses oversampling of a minority class, applied
usually when overall number of objects in dataset is relatively low (He and Garcia, 2009)
and undersampling of a majority class (Japkowicz and Stephen, 2002), popular for large
datasets (Liu et al., 2009). Both of them have its flaws. Oversampling, especially conducted
before cross-validation comes with a risk of overfitting, while undersampling may lead to
significant decrease of classifiers discrimination power due to removal of informative objects.
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Despite the risk of overtraining and problems to measure the classifiers quality in a
cases of imbalanced datasets, one of the biggest problems in pattern recognition is the curse
of dimensionality (Bellman, 1961). According to it, the growth of feature vector, causes
that the generalizations are becoming exponentially harder. So it is necessary not to forget
about the structure of single object itself. While it is a vector of d dimensions, not all
of them are equally relevant for pattern recognition methods. Some of them, by injecting
nothing more than a noise, may have only negative aspect on the quality of our algorithms
(Segura et al., 2003). Some of them may turn out to be exploitable only in relation to
others (Bishop, 2006). Having all this information in mind, it is important to know about
dimensionality reduction techniques.

The feature selection aims to choose a subset of original feature set, without changing its
values. While it was proved as an useful and effective technique (Liu and Motoda, 2009), it
leaves original features untouched, remaining their physical meanings to be still interpretable
by a human being (Li and Liu, 2016). This advantage encourages to use in real world
applications (Kursa and Rudnicki, 2010), because it causes a loss only of data irrelevant
for classification (Rudnicki et al., 2015). The second technique, feature extraction (Stapor,
2011), tries to create a function to map d dimensional vector into smaller s dimensional
one. Even since we reuse information from even a whole vector, original features are here
replaced by their scalar products and we are no longer able to interpret them directly.

While feature selection is rather a discrete process, the optimization of feature extrac-
tion methods is quite smoother and often leads for a more fitting solution (Koller and
Sahami, 1996), by employing information from wider range than only resulting subspace
and precisely setting the impact of original features onto the transformation result.

On the other hand, there is no need to hold down only one algorithm into a single
problem. We can also compose structures of a multiple classifier system, which combines a
set of classifiers to provide a common decision of the classifier ensemble (Kuncheva, 2014).
The main element of this structure is a pool of classifiers. The most important aim of good
selection of the member classifiers, is to provide their high diversity, which means that each
classifier should make an independent decision (Dietterich, 2000). We can try to ensure it
by differencing the input and output data, or by differencing the classifier models. One of
the popular methods, is a random subspace approach, originally implemented for decision
trees, which brought the random forests (Ho, 1998) and later applied with success also for
svm’s, linear classifiers or k-nn. It tries to weaken the correlation of classifiers in ensemble,
by letting each of them learn on a reduced, random subset of features, introducing the
approach of random feature selection.

The main contributions of this work are:

• the proposition of the exposer – a visualization tool for numerical data distribution,
usable as Exposer Classifier – the supervised learning method to use it in a task of
decision making, being the component to build Exposer Classifier Ensemble – the
Random Subspace based approach of classifier ensemble.

• an experimental evaluation of the proposed concept presenting the detailed results
that offers an in-depth insight into the importance of selecting proper examples for
the oversampling procedure. A dedicated website1 presents detailed results.

1. http://ksienie.com/ecml17/
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• a set of conclusions that will allow to design efficient classifiers for datasets.

2. Exposers

Following section aims to explain the idea of exposer, a data representation, based on visu-
alization tools of numerical data distribution, creating, from a regular dataset, the spacial-
spectral structure similar to a multi-spectral image (Ksieniewicz et al., 2017). However,
exposer is not intended to work as a preprocessing tool, but as a classifier itself. Moreover,
composing a set of exposers, generated on different feature subsets of a same training set,
leads to Exposer Classifier Ensemble (ece).

A proposed data structure is drawing from tenets of histogram and a scatter plot. Like
in histogram, the range of values is divided into a series of intervals, but like in a scatter
plot, not the single value, but the combination of them is analyzed. The rule of adjacency
is broken here, so each object may fall into more than one of the bins. Exemplary exposers,
prepared for two-dimensional feature subsets of iris dataset are presented in Figure 1.

(a) : (b) : (c) :

Figure 1: Exemplary exposers for iris dataset. Digits points the indexes of features.

The procedure of creating an exposer is inspired by the process of plate light expo-
sure in the chemical photography. Hence, its control parameters are plate grain (exposer
counterpart of histograms bin) and a light dispersion factor (named a radius, as a relative
width of a bin according to a range of values). Instead of exposing the photographic plate
coated with light-sensitive chemicals to the light source, a numerical representation matrix
is exposed to the beams projected from the data samples. Procedure takes a photography
of a subset of features of the data samples, where intensity of a light in every point is a
density aggregation of the data samples falling in its neighborhood.

Exemplary process of exposing is illustrated in Figure 2. We have a dataset which
consists of four objects, each described by four features2 and assigned to one of three classes
(r, g and b). The grain parameter is fixed at  and selected subspace uses pair of first
and third feature. At the first step, subspace positioning, every object in dataset is placed
on a two-dimensional grid, divided by  in every dimension, according to values of chosen
features. The exposer consists of three layers, one per every class in dataset, and every layer

2. To clarify illustration, all the feature values in exemplary dataset are integers in range –. Real
implementation normalizes original values as floats in range –.
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Figure 2: Exposing four samples covering three classes on two-dimensional subspace (,).

is influenced only by objects labeled accordingly, by adding the negative distance (where
closer means higher value) between positioned centre of object to corresponding cell.

The most important difference between classic photography and exposers is a redefinition
of the concept of color, being not the classical rgb vector nor a real spectral signature. For
exposers it consists not of classical three spectral channels (Svaetichin, 1956), but of one
dimension per class of the dataset. Hence, the representation matrix has as many layers as
classes. The representation matrix exposure process sensitizes each layer projecting to it
only objects from the corresponding class. There may be assumed, that exposing procedure
generates some kind of multispectral imaging from the data, which counterpart of spectral
signature is interpreted as a support vector during the classification procedure.

To prepare a mathematical description of exposer, let DS denote a set of n examples,
where each of them xk is represented by the d-dimensional feature vector and its label ik
from the finite set of available labels M.

X ⊆ <d

M = {1, 2, . . . ,M}
xk = [x

(1)
k , x

(2)
k , . . . , x

(d)
k ], xk ∈ X

ik = [i1, i2, . . . , in], ik ∈M
DS =

{
(x1, i1), (x2, i2), . . . , (xn, in)

}
(1)

Variety of possible exposers comes from a set Λ of
(
d
s

)
combinations λi, where s is the

chosen exposer dimension, i.e., number of chosen features.

Λ = {λ1, λ2, . . . , λL}, |Λ| = L =
(
d
s

)
λi = [l1, l2, . . . , , ls], lj ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}, l1 6= l2 6= . . . 6= ls, (2)

Representation of exposer (E) is a s-dimensional cube
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Em ∈ Gs = G×G× . . .×G︸ ︷︷ ︸
s

E = {E1, E2, . . . , EM}. (3)

And every point positioned by loc gives us a vector of M values v

E(loc) = [v1, v2, . . . , vM ]T

loc = [loc1, loc2, . . . , locs]
T (4)

A single value of exposer is a sum of all positive differences between a given radius r and
a distance from a real vector of grid cell central point loc to the location lock of samples in
a subspace, labeled accordingly to the mth layer.

E(loc)
m =

∑n
k=1

[
d(loc, lock) < r ∧ ik = m

]
·
(
r − d(loc, lock)

)
lock = [x

(λ1)
k , x

(λ2)
k , . . . , x

(λs)
k ]T (5)

which is a discretization on the g quants in every spacial dimension created by given λi.
According to the photographic metaphor, the previous expression may be imagined as

a projection by exposure, where every xk sample is the photon with location described with
features chosen by combination λ, affecting the image in r radius.

For the classification task, there is an exposer E , exposed using a subspace λ of a learning
set LS and a testing sample xk from a testing set T S to classify.

xk = [x
(1)
k , x

(2)
k , . . . , x

(d)
k ]T , xk ∈ T S (6)

Classifier Ψ makes a decision on the basis of the class index with the maximum value
from a value vector corresponding to the testing sample.

Ψ(xk) = argmax
m∈M

(
E(lock)
m

)
(7)

Increase of the feature vector also rapidly increases a number of possible exposers to
obtain. It creates a possibility to gather a set of exposer classifiers into an ensemble. To
establish such ensemble, a prediction procedure needs a little enhancement. There is a
testing sample xk to classify, but this time we have an ensemble of exposers (Π) build
around the set of combinations Λ′, being a subset of all possible combinations

Λ′ ⊂ Λ, |Λ′| = N, N < L

Π = {Ψ1,Ψ2, . . . ,ΨN}, Ψ : X ←M (8)
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Exposer may be visualized as a regular rgb substitution if number of classes, like in
example from Figure 2, matches the number of color channels observable by eyes. To make
a color visualization for number of classes other than , the hue, saturation, value (hsv)
(Smith, 1978) interpretation of exposer point was proposed. The value (V ) is the maximum
of E(loc) vector and the hue (H) is an angle of its index normalized to 360◦.

V (E(loc)) = max(E(loc))

H(E(loc)) = argmax
i∈M

(E(loc)) · 360◦

M (9)

Although the vector E(loc), like a spectral signature of multi-spectral data, does not point
a specific color of a visible spectrum, we can still interpret the grey concealed in it in the
same way as in the classic color theory, meaning an equal presence of any value building it.
Black corresponds to values close to nothing, while white stands for the maximum values.
According to it, saturation is defined as a difference between the minimum and maximum
of the E(loc).

S(E(loc)) = max(E(loc))−min(E(loc)) (10)

Figure 3 presents exemplary exposers, with relatively small radius parameter, based
on the chosen feature pairs, acquired for the yeast3 dataset. The dataset consists of 
samples described by  features, divided into two classes. The visualization aggregates both
layers into one by colour coding each class (red – positive, green – negative) modulated by
the layer intensity.

(a) : (b) :

Figure 3: Exposers created using two example combinations for yeast3 dataset.

The left image presents a two feature subspace, where colors are highly mixing. There
is a high presence of grays, and class colors are faded, so intuitively, this pair of features
should provide a weak discrimination power. The image on the right side shows a two
feature subspace where mixing of colors is minimal, so it may be assumed, that classes are
highly separable in this subspace.

Finally, a three level classifier ensemble is proposed, which idea is depicted in Figure 4.
At the lowest level there is a set of monochrome layers, each of which defines a member
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classifier, characterized by a combination of features, denoted by λi, and a weight Θi used to
combine its output with the remaining classifiers into an exposer. At the top level, member
classifiers are combined into an ece ensemble.
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Figure 4: ece classification diagram

3. Experimental evaluation

Set-up The experimental evaluation of proposed method was realized under Weles frame-
work (Ksieniewicz, 2017). Its full code is available to access as a git repository on Github
page of Department of Systems and Computer Networks3 and published in in Python Pack-
age Index. Quality of all the written Python code is statically analyzed using Code Climate
and is continuously integrated using Travis ci. Current quality metrics and test coverages
are listed in the homepage of every repository.

For the evaluation of algorithm capabilities, eight benchmark datasets were used. All
of them contains imbalanced binary problems. Four of them are coming from ucimlr
(Lichman, 2013) and four are synthetic, generated data with various number of features
(from  to ) and fixed : imbalance ratio. Also five reference classification algorithms
were selected. To use them without a need of a new implementation, Weles framework was
enhanced by the adapter able to wrap classifiers from a popular machine learning library
scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011), to encapsulate prepared selection in a separate classes.

3. https://github.com/w4k2
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The classifiers were configured with most popular parameters, to provide a standard, state-
of-art pool for proper comparison of proposed method. Prepared datasets and classifiers
pool were cross-tested using measure of balanced accuracy(Brodersen et al., 2010) (Table
1).

Table 1: Balanced accuracy achieved by chosen reference algorithms and data characteris-
tics.

Dataset KNN GNB DTC MLP SVC Characteristics

Minimal
Distance
Classifier

Bayesian
Classifier

Rule-
Based
Classifier

Artificial
Neural
Network

Support
Vector
Machine

Samples Features Imbalance
ratio

balance . . . . .   :

ionosphere . . . . .   :

wisconsin . . . . .   :

yeast3 . . . . .   :

synthetic . . . . .   :

synthetic . . . . .   :

synthetic . . . . .   :

synthetic . . . . .   :

Table 2: Experiment con-
figuration table

Fixed parameters

dimensions 

approach random

limit 

Studied parameters

grain  – 

radius . – .

Experiment The experiments were conducted under ×
cross-validation (Alpaydin, 2014) and presented results are a
bac value. Red color means that the result is statistically
significantly better than results presented in black, and sta-
tistical significancy was measured using T-test. Last row of
result tables will contain the result obtained by the best and
the worst reference classifier, extended by a difference between
score of ece and leading reference solution.

As a test of ece, it is necessary to establish the values
of parameters of single exposer configuration: its radius and
grain, both of which being exponential reason of growth of
the computational time needed to process a training set. For
datasets with feature vector larger than  values, there is no
chance to obtain exposers for all possible subspaces in a rea-
sonable time. To deal with this problem, a random subspace approach was used. The
planned experiment uses eight benchmark datasets. For a low computational complexity,
only two-dimensional subspaces are considered.

Discussion Comparison of balanced accuracy between ece and reference classifiers for
imbalanced binary problems is presented in Table 3. It is worth observing that the ece
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Table 3: Balanced accuracy achieved on all tested datasets using ece.

(a) balance

Radius Grain

4 8 16 32

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

-.%, best . (gnb), worst . (mlp)

(b) ionosphere

Radius Grain

4 8 16 32

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

+.%, best . (gnb), worst . (svc)

(c) wisconsin

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

+.%, best . (gnb), worst . (mlp)

(d) yeast3

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

+.%, best . (mlp), worst . (svc)

(e) synthetic

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

+.%, best . (gnb), worst . (svc)

(f ) synthetic

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

+.%, best . (dtc), worst . (mlp)

(g) synthetic

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

+.%, best . (mlp), worst . (svc)

(h) synthetic

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

-.%, best . (dtc), worst . (mlp)
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often achieves its high effectiveness on relatively low values of tested parameters (. radius
and grain of ). However, the hardest, high-dimensional and highly imbalanced problems
of synthetic and synthetic shows, that further growth of grain parameter may have
positive impact on classification.

In most of cases (the only exception is balance dataset), proposed solution outperforms
all of reference methods, in one case even by over %. It is never the worst solution in the
competitive pool.

The algorithm, by employing the information of features distribution, takes all the
advantages from the characteristics of algorithms similar to bayesian classifiers, achieving
the best results with imbalanced data from the reference classifiers pool. Moreover it remains
immune to high-dimensional data due to random subspace approach. Connecting it with
method of making decisions typical to minimal distance classifiers, occurs to be a solid
solution for problematic cases of both imbalanced and high-dimensional datasets.

4. Conclusions

Following paper presented a classifier, formulated as an ensemble of subspace projections
spanned on combined features of data. In the tested approach, each image corresponds to
a feature pair subspaces.

ece allows a dynamical feature extraction, adjusting itself to every tested object. The
fitting procedure randomly selects attributes using random subspace method and feature
extraction is done at the classification stage, which makes it a two-level feature reduction
and classification method. All the attributes are fully interpretable, but invertible, taking
the best advantages of both feature selection and extraction methods. It is possible due to
discretization of the exposer feature space.

It was shown, that this approach led to create classifier that is competitive to existing
ones and able to outperform them for some kind of data, proving that it can be used for
real-life applications. The method shows robustness to the curse of dimensionality, which
allows processing the big data problems and a high performance with imbalanced problems.
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